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The evaluation of the de Bono (1973) curriculum project to teach thinking in
schools through small group discussion required the analysis of a large number
of discussions with regard to a number of different features.
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As the

evaluator, when I began the task I found that most previous research on group
discussions involved an initial verbatim transcript of the discussions,
followed by an intuitive search for pattern and meaning expressed in selected
THE MATRIX ANALYSIS OF THE STRUCTURE OF
SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

quotations and abstracted totals.

For example, Barnes (Barnes, Britton and

Rosen, 1969) examines teacher questioning strategies, expressing his finding in
tables and illustrating the categories of the tables by direct quotation .

Three

major disadvantages of this method were perceived :
1.
A B S TRACT

A transcript is lengthy and expensive to produce, both in time and cost.
If all the data has to be transcribed, it severely limits the amount of data
used.

2.

Whilst the transcript provides too much information the findings and totals
provide too little.

This paper describes a new method of analysis for small group
<Uscussion called "Matrix Analysis". The author then shows
how it was applied to the comparison of differences between
26 small group discussions of 9-13 year old students.

Britton (Barnes, Britton and Rosen, 1969) can only give us selected
quotations to illustrate his findings.

Flanders (1970), Sinclair and

Coulthard (1975), and Schlessinger (1974) are limited by the use, either
of a full verbatim transcript, or of totals abstracted from that transcript .

Comparisons are made between three groups of students
(A)
(B)
(C)

For instance, in the perception of a spiral pattern,

The problem with totals is that it is impossible to check any or all of the

groups trained in thinking skills and group discussion,
groups with practice in group discussion,
untrained groups.

individual items that make up that total, and impossible to see how they
relate to other items in other totals, unless the author has already done
it by selected quotation, or having the transcript before us, we are

Restricting the analysis in this paper to one feature of the
discussions (the extent to which different groups develop
ideas according to a "spiral" pattern) the author shows that
differences were significantly affected by practice in
discussion and training in thinking skills.

prepared to devote the time to tease out the information from the raw data
for ourselves.

Even having done that, there is no better way to communicate

our conclusions than by the totals or selected quotations available to the
author in the first place.
Furthermore, as it is impossible to relate all aspects to all other aspects,
the investigation of patterns of interuction must largely be predetermined
by the particular patterns the researcher or reader had previously decided to
investigate.

David H Tripp

It is difficult to identify new, important or related variables

without an overall model of the discussion.
3.

But the greatest disadvantage of a transcript is that it can never be made to
model the discussion.
signs in linear space.

A tape is sounds in linear time and a transcript
Either way, features and events are only proximal i f

they happen to have occurred proximally in time, whils t for the perception

a
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of the inter-relation of aspects one needs to be able to see all the essential
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features of the whole discussion simultaneously.

Thus a model is necessary,

and a transcript will never do.
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The method then developed is simply a number of conventions to enable the
content (what was said) and. the form (how it was said) to be coded or "logged"
into an analysis matrix modelling the discussion.

The reason for including form,

content and analysis on a single matrix is to enable the researcher or reader to
1

!••·

simultaneously observe what a particular point

·t-·j .

1 l "

1. School 1a ror learning
2, Pupil• need for -P>Ono,. : . , . : . . .. ... .
3, Noeda depend upon job or oxponaee
4, ie, travel to training av~ from home
'), Pupils .need money, but len than teschare
6, To p~ would coat too woh.
..
1. Pup1lo learn for themselves without money
9. Toaohor8 ~o~ould not like o.nd objoot ......
11, Teachero would etrilca ·
. · .
1:?, (S) would be too tDUoh .. · · · . .. · ...
13, Even if p~ent 1ooo than £1 per voek
14, Pupilo do not need ~oney at oohool
15, Money needed later for ~rriago
16, Pa~nta could pay inotead
17, Parents should be consulted
18 l'uolls need money to tra.vel to ochool

~ I&

is, when and how it is made,

'
how it is analysed and
how 'it relates to the form, content and analysis of any

1 'i '? lo /1 /l- 11 /~ Is I~ 11 /3

other point in the discussion.

·:-l

In all the example below the content and

analysis of a ten minute discussion between four participants has been coded into

-T

a single matrix.

t · ·; .. .

'"

1.

Logging the Points

.L. .

q

n:

Points are placed in the matrix reading in chronological order of

II

occurrence from left to right.

.
\l.-1!>

with "column number".

I~

: -.-~tJ

14 .J{

are numbered according to the number of the point containing the new content.

I~

Were a discussion only to contain points using new content, there would be as

ib'll :·.·.

many rows as points.

11 .

It

\. ) L ') (, 1 ~ 'I

\

IO II I).

I) /4 f<; '•

This means that "point number" is synonymous

Content is summarised in the rows, and the rows

But in practice people repeat themselves (see point 8) or

· just make judgements (see point 10) which means that there are more columns

f1 If

.... -, o.

(points made) than rows (new content) •

,., New Topio / Development.'

_n_.,}~!!~! / digroaaion
Counter

.

--------------+---------·l---.1

Ex=plo :

~d~~~t
~ ! I

~

11

6.

X11.

1

,., Tc.pe f<eference
,., 'l'ln:o (by 15 ooca,)

~ 'il II \l
I ~ f;. I,
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X

11..)\ q
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A point employing new cont ent alone will have only one number in the column,

14

X

Specification '

x qx

1.1.

,-T\I-\3~-

'X

S<

/(l

:
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'l. l 1

lOl)l '!:J. ~ 4b 1.8 ~ tb L'). 14 1t r1 <l! ~1
q 11011- (l, JS lb \Q l.C> 21 J.J. ?S!30 ~ .)31
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and that number will be opposite the row summarising the new content.

point will be made referring to, employing or developing content already mentioned
in a previous point, in which case the column number will also be placed in the
row where that previous content is summarised.

Thus, in the example, the first

point is logged in column 1 and its content summarised in row 1.

Point 2 is

independent of point 1 and so refers only to new content which is summarised in
row 2.

Point 3, however, develops from point 2 and is so logged with reference

to point 2, as well as ha.ving a summary of its new content on row 3.
...·:

J·\I;JLIIL~<~:) r.,~ft!rJ'I'd ro in this ,t;ll:mTI~\L")' ,u;(.!('1\11H:. Ulht'r r\~ atUt\1S
a~·,, COIIC<'t"IU!tl \.'ilh !hl~ att:tfy ,; i :; of t.IJi.nlli. l\1', Lit t.hc l',l'OUp
olt:; c.,s:nc.n , ami 'IL'•! deal t; ~Yitll i11 TL·ipp, 1'.171>.

But often a

point 4 refers to rows 3 and 4.

Similarly

Later, point 8 simply repeats point 2, so it

is logged only in row 2, there being no new content.

1

For the purpose of this brief account a "point" is the smallest unit of a
comment, containing a single idea, development or example.

A

n
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ogged by reference to verbati m transcript :

on the same make and model) a second reference is made.

Having completed the

to again with a stopwatch to record the quarter minute in which each point

No not really, because they've got to go to

was completed.

school to learn and if they're going to get

This not only gives an indication of the position of the

point, but the length of time for expression and the chronological frequency

money it ' s not worthwhile the teachers teaching

of points at any stage in the discussion.

them.
Point 2

Because the counters are different on different machines {even

matrix and analysis by listening to the tape at least twice, it is listened

Llffi
Point 1

Time

Furthermore, it allows the position

of a point to be found on a different machine simply by leaving the tape

It would be wor th it if you need the money for

to play to the required quarter minute.

things you had to do.
Point 3

point is made by which speaker.

expenses you have .
Point 4

Point 5

With a good stereo recording it is often possible to tell which

Speaker

That depends on what job you're training for, what

In the example Speaker '! dominated the

discussion, under which circumstances speaker identification was particularly

Like if you were training to be a teacher in

easy.

Southampton and you had to get there.

them all.

You'd need some money, but not so much as the teachers ,

When it is difficult a teacher who knows the students can usually identify

If one is interested in the comparison of individuals' participation then

because the teachers teach you at school so you can

it is appropriate to compare their contribution in different discussions, as in

learn.

a .pre-test/post-test comparison, for instance.

The reason for the input of content rows is to make the matrix intelligible,
so one can deduce the content of a point registered in the matrix.

The rows

Note that it is the pupils who

actually contributed the words of the point recorded who are logged as "the
speaker",

This is an example of the inevitable loss of information that takes

therefore contain all the content of the ideas expressed, including all the

place when the full discussion is coded onto the matrix.

variations of the ideas.

cannot be assumed that because a pupil has made few points he has actually said

For this reason it

Recording the position of points on the tape

little, hence frequencies recorded on the matrix should be checked against the

One of the advantages of the matrix is that it obviates a verbatim transcript

recording.

of the discussion because the content of the point made is summarised.

One does,

however, sometimes wish to know what was actually said, in which case it is
important to be able to quickly find the precise position of the point on the
tape.

Although it is easier to find this from a transcript , the transcript

will only contain the words used;

there is much more information on the tape,

and the subtleties of intonation, pace or expression are rel evant.

So , even

though a transcript may have been made, the position of each point on the tape
must be known.
Tape Reference

There are two ways to locate it:

"Tape Reference" and "Time".

The Reading of the counter on the recorder is set to zero at

the start of the discussion, and the reading at the end of every point logged.

New Topics and Developments:

In the analysis of

the "X and N" Convention

points it will be noticed that sometimes a cross {X), sometimes with a number
(N) is registered.

The convention is that the "X" indicates a

to the point being scored or to the question under discussion.
refers to another point , and is the number of that point .

refer~nce

either

The "N" always

In the "Example" for

instance, an X means that the point contains an example of what the point is
about, e . g . :

"I think children would waste the money, they'd just buy sweets".

The topic {waste) is given with an example {sweets).

were "I think children would

just waste the money" an input from speaker o, and "Yes, they'd just buy sweets"
a development from speaker E, then they would be logged as separate points, and
E's contribution would be recorded with the number of D's point in the Example
row, forE's point would be an example of D's point.

In the analysis above point

4 is an example of point 3, and so it registers with a 3.

A
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of l e ngth it is not possible to discuss all the f eatures

of the analysis here.

made by the analyst, and as such there is al\4ays the danger of unintentional

The example matrix above was an analysis of a group

discussion for the evaluation of certain thinking skills.

The appearance of the diagrMI is totally dependent upon the relations that are

The relevant row of the

bias.

Great care was therefore taken over the formulation of the rules applying

analysis so far as this pape~: is concerned is the "X and N" row, which differentiate to these relations (See Tripp , 1976).
bet\4een points introducing new topics and points developing earlier ones.

New

"X and

N

For example, when I dealt with the

LJGl

convention" above, readers may have noticed that in the analysis

topics, according to the convention, register with an "X", developments register

I separated points 3 and 4 although 4 was an example of 3 and could have been

with the "N" of the previous point to which they logically or contextually

analysed as a single point.

relate.

In the example above, note points 1 to 4.

1 and 2, being new topics

The reason for the separation was a long pause

(contextual feature) between points 3 and 4.

without antecedents in the discussion, register with "X's", points 3 and 4,
being developments, register with the "N" of the point from which they are derived.

Differences of style within a discussion may thus be revealed by the diagram.
In this example the proportion of points derived from the key idea in relation

Taking the data from this row, it is possible to express the development of points

to the total number of points is about a third.

in a flow diagram.

topics will contra st sharply with a group developing a few new topi cs.

But a group generating many new

Three basic patterns have so far been identified, each characteris tic of a
different style

.1 .

4

.6
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.v.- ~
. . .J.
~ . !: .
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_, .. .
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1.

"Point-to-Pointing", where each point made is the basis
for a single developing point.

:~·
. : .

.:

2.

"Breadth Exploration", where each point introduces a new

- - - ' - - - :

!·

. ~ . ~: .

,0; ...:.

.. ·-· ·:o:. .

-, - . ,

· :~

:

··:

aspect unrelated to any previous point .

0

3.

"Depth Exploration" where a point is multi-developed by
subsequent points.

0:0

BCBE c l>.BC

The following diagrams illustrate the appearance of ten points developed
exclusively by each style :
Discussion Styles

The points are simply plotted column by column in the way that they were
originally logged on the Matrix.

Point 1 will be found in Column 1 and

point 16 in Column 16 of the flow diagram.

1'.

new point (logged as an "X" in

the "X and N" row) is given a new row and relations between the rest of the
points are shown by connecting horizontal lines.

Where a point has only one

other point di rectly derived from it, it will appear as a circle, for only
one line is needed for the single derived point.

When a point (such as point 2)

I

l.

3 4 S '

3 4

S' ~

7 \! 9

/IJ

--o

0

0

D

'

0

---o
----o

1-----o

0

"

~

D

0

points can be connected to it directly.

t wo previous points, (see point 12 ) the connection is shown with a vertical
line.

'2.

r"-o

Q

has a number of other points derived from it, it is extended so all t he derived

l~here a point is derived from more than one ot! u~ r po int, or simp ly relates

I

7 S 9 ID

D

:1

~

0

~
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In the example

ove there is very little "point-to-pointing" , the longest chain being

termed "consecutive", the latter "switch".

points 2,3 and 4.
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It is also necessary to

distinguish between a single development of a point (termed "development'')

The Spiral Pattern

and the further or multiple development of a point (termed "further

These diagrams are important for they make explicit hitherto intuitively
perceived patterns.

It is necessary to uistinguish between deve l opments of the immediately
previous point and developments of a different point: the former nre

development"), a distinction made clear below.

The f irst pattern of development within a group discussion

perceived was Britton's (1969) spiral form.

He noticed that a topic was

Point Type A:

New Points

0-

not much developed before other topics were introduced, the original topic being
returned to again and again as the discussion developed.

o--.- ..

He likened this process

(J- ...

to a spiral because the discussion progressed through various topics, returning to
develop them at a higher level, thus

<7'~
~
9J

Al

Topic first mentioned

A2

Topic taken up again
and developed

A3

Topic taken up again
and developed further

It is not, however, possible to map this recursive pattern directly onto a spiral,

.. -o-o-o-o-o- ...

Point Type B:

Consecutive uevelopments

Point Type C:

Switch Developments

Point Type D:

Consecutive Further Developments

.. -o---o-o-- ..
·---~· - ·

--~--...
0-··
Point Type E

Switch Further Developments

--~· ··0··- i't-0···

for, apart from the difficulties of 3 dimensional diagrams, it suggests
an orderly development A,B,C,A ,B ,c ,A , etc . whereas points actually tend to
1 1 1 2
go : A,B,B ,B ,B ,C, A,B ,o,D ,c , B ,c ,a
,E,El , a , etc . This pattern
1 11 2
3
41
1 1 21 12 121
can be mapped onto the point diagram, though, because it is sh01m in the
way the points are connected.

u--o-~-

The topic of point 1 (above) is displaced by the

topic of point 2, which is in turn displaced by the topic of point 6 before the
topic of point 1 is again resumed in point 7.

The degree of spiral development is

A simple frequency count can reveal the precise degree of "spiralling" in

shown visually as a function of the number and length of lines connecting points

different groups.

of a row.

will illustrate the method.

In order to identify patterns which are not so obvious visually, or to compare

Group

A comparison of four groups in an experiment (Tripp,l977)

Total
points

A

Type
B

of Point

c

Spiral
Factor

D

E

7

73

2

7

80

the extent to which different groups have used a particular pattern, it is
necessary to reduce the whole pattern to elements which may be handled numerically.

1

45

15(33%)

16

7

This has been done with the identification of five types of point representing

2

40

l4(35t)

10

7

differen·t elements of the three discussion styles.

3

11

6(55%)

4

19

7 (37%)

8

0

1

4

l

l

2

25
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of whole-class lessons, where the pat·tern appeared as a "virtuous error".

of new points, and these points, when developed, tend to be developed

on one occasion for instance, the teachr·J: has been discussing with the

consecutively (Types B andD).

students the priorities that principals might have in different schools.

Groups land 2 have a marked tendency to

At
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"Spiral" i.e. to "switch" from point to point developing each in turn

one point the idea that students might be given a choice of teacher was suggested.

(types c and E).

The question was soon finished, and the teacher moved on.

As the number of new points can mask the relation

between consecutive and switch points when the discussion has few points
in total (for many of these are inevitably ne\~ poi.nts) consecutive and

"I don't think you ahouZd have a choice of teacher because
the ones that't>e a bit g:r>umpy, Uke, they'd think, 'No one

switch developments are compared as percentages of the total number of
points less new points.

It was a further 4

minutes before one boy put up his hand and said :

This factor, calculated as

will choose me.

That's it.

I'm resigning.'"

It was interesting to note that the teacher admonished the boy for not listening
(C+E)
(B+C+D+E)

X

to what he'd been saying since he had moved onto a different topic, instead of

100,

praising him for his sustained concentration on the original idea.
is called the"spiral factor".

In the above analysis it was_§_
12

X 100

50

open the question as to whether the spiral pattern is a beneficial feature
There are several reasons for suggosting that it is

a good feature: the most obvious of these is implicit

in a

understanding of the process leading to the boy's belated comment may well
have led the teacher to respond differently.

Having isolated the spiral, and found a means of quantifying it, still leaves
of discussion or not.

point made by

Britton (1969) :

With regard to the evaluation of the de Bono Thinking Project for which this
method of analysis was developed, it was found that training in group
thinking skills significantly increased the degree to which discussions exhibited
this spiral pattern.

Pooling the results of seven different experiments

perfot~ed

between January and July, 1977, in U.K. schools, (Tripp, 1977) enabled the

"· .. guilt had been hinted at. E's behaviou1' miaht suggest though nothing can be said for certain - the gestation of an
idea. Silent for some minutes she then produces, rather

comparison of the following groups of discussions

belatedly, hel' oon·tribution to the "I remembe1•" aeries: and
when it comea it breaks defences that >lOne of the group has
yet dared to breach- and goes the whole way •.• E, if I am
right about her, would indicate that there is here more thar!
the laying out of the elements of the problem: something is done
with t1wm. Thcr•e is a ~pir•al movement in aU t;hat oiJ•ouZm•ity".

Experimentai Group A

Control Group B

Control Group C

(Thinking lessons by
the group discussion
method)

(Small group discussions without
thinking lessons)

(Neither discussions
nor thinking lessons)

= I]

N = 13

N

Spiral Factor Mean
= 44.2 (S.D = 15.19)

Spiral Factor Mean
33.5 (S.O= 23.61)

N = 8

=

Groups Compared
Spiralling is not possible unless the idea has first been attended to, for
to express his thoughts to the group at an inevitably later point.

Unless

(A)

v

(B)

(A)

v

{B)

+

(C)

0.01

there is silence in the interval, a spiral patte1:n will be the result.

> 0.05

It is important to stress that spiralling is a natural pattern when children
!::vidence for this was found by Tripp (1977),

both in his experimetlts with small group discussion

(A)

v

(C)

0.01

(C)

0.05

and in the teaching
(B)

v

Spiral Factor Mean
= 19.83 (S.D = 20.84)

Probability
(Mann lvhi tney)

sustained concentration on, and development of, the idea leads the participant

arc concentrating on an idcu.

An

A
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The conclusion drawn from these results was that , whilst the teaching of the
~(}}

de Bono thinking skills did produce an increase in the spiral pattern , simple
practice in discussion produces a similar , though less intense effect.
In this paper. it has been possible merely to describe the nature of the
analysis and show a single application.

The method is still being

developed, however, and a manual will be available from the author early
in 1979 .
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